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How we performed in 2019 
 
We  have achieved our goals amazingly well.  We continue implementing  various projects to reach out our members focusing on  financial 
inclusion for members’ agri-crop projects, members’ business expansions, digital services,   investing on real estate and subdivision 
projects, foods production, transport services,   and  enhancement of health services.  
 
For calendar year 2019, we have  inaugurated the opening of oncology and hemo-dialysis unit of the Providers Medical Center,  enhancing 
our health services for the members and the community. Various new  businesses were opened.  The mushroom production and 
processing plant was formally initiated providing not only business opportunity for the cooperative but also employment opportunities 
for the poor sectors of the community  providing the members  decent living and shelter  for the family. In the next year to come, the 
cooperative’s strategic plans considered real estate projects  aligned with the government’s  build, build and build program 

 
This year’s efforts is translated into quantitative achievements as summarized below 
 

Results of Operation 
The net surplus increased to P86.12 million by 12% from P77.14 million of previous year. 
 
Growth in resources and liquidity 
The total assets of P2.4 billion as of December 31, 2019 increased by 16% compared with CY 2018 of P2.06 billion.  
 
Members equity grew, driven by continuous generation of capital contributions.  With the increase in reserve funds, total equity 
increased to P791.48 million by 25.56% compared with P630.33 million in 2018. The Paid-up capital amounting to P750 million 
represents 94.76% of the total equity. 
 
Contributing members consistently received equitable and impressive  interest on share capital.  For 2019, the BOD approved 
the allocation of interest on share capital totaling P44.61 million and  patronage refund amounting to P19.11million.  
 
Membership totaled to 14,217 composed of 4,667 regular members and 9,550 associate members, it was dominated by 
government employees from DepEd and tricycle drivers. Members continue to grow with this year’s 600 new regular members 
and 2,254 new associate members.  

 
We look forward to do more in the future and beat this year’s  performance by pursuing big ideas, transforming our competitive 
advantages, investing on people and finally, making a difference.  
 
As a cooperative, we should continue to do our part, from each member, employee, officer and the whole organization. We need to 
support the cooperative as it is our moral obligation to do so. The continued patronage of members and PMPC’s prudent management of 
resources were the greatest factors that helped in the accomplishment of goals.  We continue to fascinate members inspiring them with 
sustainable solutions to their needs. 
 
We are fully committed to making things worth the trust and serving our members right. This is a long term effort - one requiring 
commitment, cooperation, unity, patience, and determination.  By adopting a culture of administrative efficiency and through the 
guidance of the Board of Directors, nothing is impossible.  PMPC will  continue to become a world-class cooperative. Through the Divine 
intervention, we claim a very blessed 12 years and more years to come.  
 
To the management team, we should be confident in the direction we are going.  I thank you for  the support and love. To our valued 
members, thank you for believing in our advocacy for cooperativism and for believing that we are “greater through cooperative.” 
 
Magandang Buhay!  
         

     Ma. Arleen L. Nahpadan 
       Acting Chief Executive Officer 

Our coop’s core values  are the values we hold which form the 
foundation on how we perform our work and conduct our 
business.  These values underlie our work,  how   we  interact 
with each member and  which strategies we employ to fulfill 
our mission. It is through the Board of Directors’ strong faith 
and full support that inspired us to  accomplish our goals  
toward becoming a world-class cooperative.  

 


